The story of Atlantis appears in Plato's Timaeus-Critias (c. 355 BCE) as an oral tradition Solon acquired in Egypt and adapted into an epic poem, but which he left unfinished. Nevertheless, Solon told the story to his family relative Dropides, who passed it orally to his son (Critias the elder), who in turn told it to his grandson (Critias the younger). Either this oral transmission actually took place, or Plato was the fabricator. If the latter, the entire tradition (including the island of Atlantis) is likely to be fiction. This article shows there is a lack of evidence for the Atlantis story being an authentic oral tradition and highlights problems with the transmission. Supposing oral retellings of the tradition did take place, it is seemingly impossible to distinguish fact from fiction in the story since the tale of Atlantis must have been garbled as it was retold over generations; reciting a tradition by word of mouth is unreliable.
Introduction
As a speaker in 1 Critias the younger states he heard the Atlantis tale from his grandfather Critias the elder, who heard it from Dropides (his great-grandfather), a family relative and friend of Solon (Ti. 20e). It was Solon who acquired the oral tradition of Atlantis in Egypt (Sais) and "brought it back with him" to Athens, adapting it into an epic poem Cri. 113a Zeyl (1997 ), cf. Lee (1971 who omits Dropides from the oral transmission based on an ambiguous "he" in this passage; Lee translates "he" as Solon. Zeyl however translates "he" as Dropides, which is more likely (if Dropides was not directly involved in the oral transmission there would be no need for him to be mentioned, Ti. 20e).
_______________________________
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There is no hint as to Solon's poem being written down; Dropides, Critias the elder and Critias the younger transmit the story using their memory (Ti. 20e, 26a) and a "concise version" of the oral tradition was retold (Ti. 25e). Solon is described as having written a manuscript containing some notes on Egyptian names translated into Greek (Cri. 113a-b) which ended up in the possession of Critias the elder (and younger), but the manuscript did not include the story:
There (Forsyth, 1980: 44) Solon and Egypt
There are three problems with accepting Plato's statement that Solon travelled to Egypt and heard an oral tradition (ie the Atlantis story) which he adapted into an epic poem (Cri. 113a). Firstly, there is no reliable historical evidence Solon (c. 640 -c. 560 BCE) visited Egypt during his lifetime (Lloyd, 1975: 56-57) . Herodotus' The Histories (c. 440 BCE) has to be 3 When the Egyptian priests discuss the island of Atlantis with Solon (Ti. 24e), "documents" are mentioned, but they do not directly consult them. The priests assert they will reveal their written record (Ti. 24a), but they could be liars? 4 The title of a 1975 symposium 'Atlantis: Fact or Fiction?' sponsored by the Department of Classical Studies at Indiana University (Ramage, 1978) . The vast majority of classicists since Jowett (1892) maintain the island of Atlantis is fiction, ie Plato's invention. A small number of classicists however have suggested there is a historical core in the Atlantis tale and equate the island of Atlantis with an ancient civilization, eg Minoan Crete (Frost, 1913; Luce, 1969: 140-141) . But as Hood has asserted, " [w] hile Luce and Frost have argued in a serious and reasonable manner for an Aegean reality behind the story of Atlantis, the weight of Classical scholarship has always favoured the view that Plato invented it" (1980: 162) . It should be noted that the author of this article formerly proposed a historical site for Atlantis in Greece (Smith, 2013) . He no longer defends his earlier fringe hypothesis and since 2015 has argued the Atlantis story is fiction, with no underlying basis in history. (Miller, 1969) . Such revisions are unnecessary when it is realized Herodotus' The Histories includes a made up story about Solon visiting Lydia (Forsyth, 1980: 34-35) Secondly, the oral tradition does not appear in ancient Egyptian myth. While Marinatos (1950) found aspects of the Atlantis story in an Egyptian legend (of the XII Dynasty) called 'Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor', differences exist (Griffiths, 1985) , and similarities are coincidental. The fact no evidence supports the oral tradition derived from Egypt is why most scholars are inclined to take the sceptical view Plato not only fabricated the Egyptian source, but the whole Atlantis story (Renfrew, 1992) . Thirdly, if Solon went to Egypt and was told an oral tradition, it remains a puzzle why no other traveller heard the same story; Plato notes Solon visited the city Sais (in the Nile Delta) and spoke with its priests (Ti. 22a). In the 5th Century BCE, Herodotus visited the same location and conversed with the Saitic priests, yet: "there is nothing in the narrative of Herodotus which can be construed as a reference to Atlantis" (Fears, 1978 On the other hand, it might be argued the Atlantis story need not be independent of Plato's Timaeus-Critias for it to be authentic because Plato describes the oral transmission within a single family (Kopff, 1980) . Plato was a sixth-generation descendant of Dropides ( Figure 1) ; those who make a case for the oral transmission can point out Plato's consanguinity to the family to explain how he was a recipient of the tradition and its only publisher in literary form: , 1969: 140) However, this does not give credence to the oral tradition because passing on a story by word of mouth is not reliable; Plato asserts Critias the younger (despite purporting to recollect the story) had trouble relying on his memory (Ti. 26a). Furthermore, according to
_______________________________
Solon's account… descended to Plato by the route he indicates within his own family. This would explain why it was a genuine historical tradition, and yet not a part of current Greek mythology. (Luce
Timaeus-Critias, when Critias the elder recited the story to the much younger Critias, he was ninety years old: "the form of a story told by an old man to a credulous infant does nothing to make it more credible to Plato's readers" (Gill, 1980: 40) . If the oral transmission took place, whatever Plato heard could never have been the story (verbatim) as it was originally told from Solon to Dropides. As the tradition was retold over several generations, it was undoubtedly modified in the same way that information is lost, added or changed during a game of Chinese whispers. It follows the Atlantis tale must have already been garbled prior to Solon because the Egyptian priests are not said to have consulted their documents, but too relied on their (fallible) memory to transmit the story.
If the tale of Atlantis is an authentic oral tradition -it is likely to contain a core of historical truth (most oral traditions directly arise out of folk memories), but it is seemingly an impossible task to distinguish fact from fiction in the tale:
By judicious selection of those parts of Plato's account which fit, and rejection of those which do not as distortions or exaggerations, a case can be made for almost any part of the world as the site of a historical Atlantis, and indeed it is hard to find any part of the world which has not been proposed at one time or
another. (Vitaliano, 1973: 229) Needless to say this approach is a waste of time and has led to what Jordan (2001) calls the 'Atlantis Syndrome'. Proponents of a historical island of Atlantis should only seek to provide evidence the Atlantis story is an authentic oral tradition. However, because the only source for Solon's poetry is Plato: those who make a case for the oral transmission (eg Luce, 1969: 23-24) base their argument exclusively on "taking Plato's own account of his story at face value" (Gill, 1980: ix) and this lack of evidence is why most classicists deny the existence of the poem (Tulli, 2013) .
_______________________________
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Oral Pedigree
The oral transmission of the Atlantis tale from Dropides to Critias the younger rests on the latter being Plato's great-grandfather. It has been known for a century (Burnet, 1914: 338) that there is a problem with the oral pedigree of the story if Critias the younger is the oligarch Critias the tyrant (Plato's first cousin once removed) not the tyrant's grandfather (Plato's great-grandfather): five generations are telescoped into three, ie two generations are missing:
Figure 1 -Plato's genealogy.
Solon is described by Plato as a kinsman of Dropides' family (Ti. 20e), but his exact blood relationship is not specified (Diogenes Laertius 6 has him as a brother of Dropides, but he could be a cousin (Flores, 2013: 64) What does this mean for the oral transmission of the story? Simply, it could not have taken place owing to difficulties with chronology. 7 Unless evidence comes to light and identifies the tyrant's grandfather with Critias the younger -the oral transmission of the Atlantis story cannot be considered authentic. Why Plato left out two generations from his lineage remains a mystery: for some the genealogy telescoping is a mistake owing to his carelessness (Rosenmeyer, 1949) , for others, he held incomplete genealogical knowledge (Thomas, 1989: 171) , or he intentionally tampered with the oral pedigree: "to remind his readers how unreliable stories related by word of mouth are" (Zuckert, 2009: 430 At the same time, the Atlantis story as an authentic oral tradition, while very unlikely, has not been discredited. However, if the island of Atlantis existed: garbled oral retellings would have made it impossible to discover. Clearly all ancient traditions suffer from this same problem to some extent, but the Atlantis story, unlike a popular myth like the Trojan War, has only one primary source (ie Plato). Convergence of evidence from separate concurrent sources supports the existence of Troy, but not Atlantis. Luce (1969: 16) , a rare scholarly proponent of a historical Atlantis, acknowledged this difficulty: "Atlantis is much less securely rooted in ancient Greek tradition than the Trojan War saga". In fact, this can be taken further -the island of Atlantis is not rooted in any Greek or Egyptian tradition at all. 7 Critias the younger heard the Atlantis story when he was about "ten, or so" when Critias the elder (then ninety years of age) told him the tradition (Ti. 21b). Critias the tyrant was born in 460 BCE, which dates the oral transmission from the elder to younger Critias, c. 450 BCE. The elder Critias was born c. 600 BCE (Brisson: 1998: 29) . This means the chronology of the oral pedigree is erroneous, ie Critias the elder could not have lived over one and a half centuries.
